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1. INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanics suggests that there is a close connection between
the localisation of a particle and the spectral density of the associated
Hamiltonian. This has been made more precise by Gilbert and Pearson
w xwith their concept of subordinacy 1 . A subordinate solution of a second
order ordinary differential operator is defined by the property that it
decays more rapidly on the average than all other solutions. Gilbert and
Pearson showed that subordinate solutions are associated to singularities
of the m-function and hence to singularities of the spectral density.
Actually, in many cases one can say more. Atkinson, Behncke, Hinton,
Klaus, and Shaw have studied in detail differential operators with poten-
w xtials of Wigner]von Neumann type 2]7 . They were able to develop
explicit formulae connecting the decay rate of the subordinate solution
with the corresponding singularity of the m-function.
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The purpose of this paper is to provide a general framework for this
kind of statement. In the next section, we shall first prove two estimates
relating the m-function and the solutions of the associated differential
equation. This will be done by exploiting further the techniques developed
w xin 1 . Then the desired relationships can be derived.
In Section 3 we will consider several examples. In particular, we will
w xrecover the main results of 7 . It must be admitted however that these
results are a bit stronger than ours. This is not surprising, since more
detailed information about the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions can
w xbe taken into account with the method of 7 . On the other hand, this
approach seems inadequate as a starting point for a general theory.
Finally, our method will be reversed and we derive decay estimates of
the solutions for given singular continuous spectral measures.
2. THE MAIN RESULT
We consider the following operators:
 . w .1 Sturm]Liouville operators on 0, ` generated by the differential
expressions t acting asS L
XXy1t u s r y pu q qu . 1 .  . .S L
 . w .2 Dirac operators on 0, ` generated by
X V y m Vu u u1 20 y11 1 1t s q . 2X  .D  /u u u /  /  / /1 0 V V q m2 2 22 3
 .  .3 Discrete Schrodinger operators acting on l N asÈ 2
u q V u n s 1 .2 1 1
t u s 3 .  .d n  u q u q V u n ) 1 . .ny1 nq1 n n
 .  .In cases 1 and 2 we assume that t is regular at 0 and limit point at `
 w x .see, e.g., 8 for the general theory .
The crucial Lemma 2 is valid in all three cases. Since the proofs are
completely analogous, only the Schrodinger operator generated byÈ
t u s yuY q Vu 4 .S
will be treated explicitly.
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Recall that the self-adjoint realizations of t in the Hilbert spaceS
w .. w xL 0, ` are given by 82
D H s u g L : u , uX absolutely continuous, .a 2
t u g L , u 0 cos a q uX 0 sin a s 04 .  .S 2 5 .
H u s t u with a g 0, p ..a S
 .  .We denote by u ?, z , f ?, z the solutions of the differential equationa a
t u s zu satisfyingS
u 0, z s cos a f 0, z s ysin a .  .a a
u X 0, z s sin a fX 0, z s cos a . 6 .  .  .a a
 .  . X . X .  .The Wronskian W u, ¨ s u x ¨ x y u x ¨ x of two solutions of the
same equation does not depend on x, as is easily verified. An important
tool in the spectral analysis of t is the Titchmarsh]Weyl m-function,
which is uniquely defined by the condition
`
2< <x t , z dt - `, x t , z [ u t , z q m z f t , z 7 .  .  .  .  .  .H a a a a a
0
 w x.if Im z / 0. It satisfies see, e.g., 9
Im m z .a25 5x ?, z s . 8 .  .a Im z
w xAs in 1 , our key methods will be the analysis of the quantities
5 5  x <  . < 2 .1r2u [ H u t dt for solutions u of t u s zu. Gilbert and Pearsonx 0
5 5 5 5call u subordinate if lim u r ¨ s 0 for every linearly independentx xx ª`
solution ¨ of the same equation. Clearly, subordinate solutions}if they
exist}are unique up to a factor, and L -solutions are subordinate.2
The following lemma, which is based on the variation of constants
formula, has been shown by Gilbert and Pearson. Since the boundary
condition a will remain fixed throughout, we drop this index. In the
applications we shall choose a such that f is subordinate, but this is nota
necessary for the validity of the results of this section. To avoid confusion,
  ..it is useful to note here that the discrete Schrodinger operator see 3 isÈ
 .  .  . 4  .self-adjoint with domain D H s u g l : V u g l s D V , so thatd n 2 n n 2
in this case no boundary condition is needed!
 .  .  .LEMMA 1 GilbertrPearson . Let g ?, z i s 1, 2; z g C be solutionsi i
 .  .  .of t y z g ?, z s 0 satisfying the same initial conditions: g 0, z si i 1
 . X . X .  .g 0, z , g 0, z s g 0, z . Let u, ¨ be two solutions of t y z f s 0 with2 1 2 1
 .W u, ¨ s 1. Then
5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 5 5 5 5g ?, z y g ?, z F 2 z y z u ¨ g ?, z . .  .  .x x x x x2 1 2 1 2
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 w x.Proof following 1 . The variation of constants formula yields
g t , z s g t , z q z y z .  .  .2 1 2 1
=
t t
u t ¨ s g s, z ds y ¨ t u s g s, z ds . .  .  .  .  .  .H H2 2
0 0
<  .  . < w x.Estimate first g t, z y g t, z and then take norms in L 0, x using2 1 2
triangle and Cauchy]Schwarz inequalities.
 .1r2 5 LEMMA 2. Assume d , e , x ) 0, 0 - k - 1r4, l g R, and de u ?,
.5l s k. Then there are constants C , C depending on k only such that:x 1 2
 . 5  .5 5  .5 <  . <y1a If f ?, l F d u ?, l , then m l q ie F C d .x x 1
 . <  . <y1 5  .5 5 b Con¨ersely, if m l q ie F d , then f ?, l F C d u ?,x 2
.5l .x
 .  .  .Proof. a Apply Lemma 1 with z s l, z s l q ie , g ?, z s f ?, z ,1 2 i i
 .  .  .  .u ? s u ?, l , ¨ ? s f ?, l to obtain
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f ?, l q ie 1 y 2e u ?, l f ?, l F f ?, l . 9 .  .  .  .  . .x x x x
By hypothesis
5 5 5 5 2 y1 5 5 5 5y1 22e u ?, l f ?, l s 2k d f ?, l u ?, l F 2k - 1, .  .  .  .x x x x
 .hence from 9
5 5f ?, l . x
5 5f ?, l q ie F . 10 .  .x 21 y 2k
 .  .  .  .  .  .With z s l, z s l q ie , g ?, z s u ?, z , u ? s u ?, l , ¨ ? s f ?, l1 2 i i
one obtains similarly from Lemma 1
5 5u ?, l . x
5 5u ?, l q ie G . 11 .  .x 21 q 2k
 .  .Combining 10 and 11 shows
5 5f ?, l q ie . x
f [ F A d . 12 .15 5u ?, l q ie . x
<  . <  .Writing M [ m l q ie and using 8 yields
5 5 5 5M f ?, l q ie y u ?, l q ie .  .x xy1< <f y M s
5 5M u ?, l q ie . x
5 5x ?, l q ie . xy1F M
5 5u ?, l q ie . x
1r21 d
F A s A . 13 .2 31r2  /M5 5eM u ?, l .  . x
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 .Now take squares in 13 and solve the resulting quadratic inequality for
y1  .M . This gives the assertion, when 12 is taken into account.
 .  .  .  .b In the lemma set z s l q ie , z s l, g ?, z s u ?, z , u ? s1 2 i i
 .  .  .  .u ?, l q ie , ¨ ? s x ?, l q ie rm l q ie . This leads to
5 5 < <y1 5 5 5 5u ?, l q ie 1 y 2e m l q ie x ?, l q ie u ?, l .  .  .  . .x x x
5 5F u ?, l . 14 .  .x
 .By hypothesis and 8
< <y1 5 5 5 52e m l q ie x ?, l q ie u ?, l F 2k - 1, .  .  .x x
 .so that 14 gives
5 5u ?, l . x
5 5u ?, l q ie F . 15 .  .x 1 y 2k
Analogously, observe that
5 5 < <y1 5 5 5 5f ?, l 1 y 2e m l q ie u ?, l q ie x ?, l q ie .  .  .  . .x x x
5 5F f ?, l q ie , 16 .  .x
 .  .where by hypothesis, 8 and 15
2ky1< < 5 5 5 52e m l q ie u ?, l q ie x ?, l q ie F - 1. .  .  .x x 1 y 2k
 .Consequently, 16 can be written as
5 5 5 5f ?, l F B f ?, l q ie . 17 .  .  .x x1
On the other hand
y15 5 5 5f ?, l q ie s m l q ie x ?, l q ie y u ?, l q ie .  .  .  . .x x
< <y1 5 5 5 5F m l q ie x ?, l q ie q u ?, l q ie . .  .  . .x x
18 .
 .  .  .Use 8 , 15 , and the hypothesis once again. Then 18 finally yields
5 5 5 5f ?, l q ie F B d u ?, l 19 .  .  .x x2
 .and this together with 17 completes the proof.
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We are now able to derive our main result. For the sake of clarity, we
 .  .first introduce the following notation. Two functions f x , g x are asymp-
totically of comparable size for x ª x if there are constants K , K ) 00 1 2
such that
< < < < < <K g x F f x F K g x for x sufficiently close to x . 20 .  .  .  .1 2 0
 .  . .This will be denoted by f x f g x x ª x . In terms of Landau symbols,0
 .   ..  .the condition can obviously be expressed as f x s O g x and g x s
  ..O f x .
In the following lemma, fy1 denotes the inverse function of f.
 .  .LEMMA 3. For a differential operator of the type defined in 1 or 2 we
ha¨e:
 .  . 5  .5 5  .5 5  .5 . a Assume u ?, l f L . If f ?, l u ?, l f f u ?, l xx x x2
.ª ` with f strictly increasing and continuous, then
2y1 y1< <m l q ie f e f e e ª 0 q . .  .  .
 .b Assume that there is a sequence a ª ` such thatn
< <m l q ia e .n
lim sup ª 0 for n ª `.
< <a m l q ie .eª0q n
<  . < w  y1 .x2  .If m l q ie f e g e e ª 0 q with g strictly increasing and contin-
uous, then
5 5 5 5 y1 5 5f ?, l u ?, l f g u ?, l x ª ` . .  .  .  . .x x x
 .Proof. a There are constants A , A ) 0 and an x such that1 2 0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5A f u ?, l F f ?, l u ?, l F A f u ?, l ; x G x . .  .  .  . .  .x x x x1 2 0
21 .
We must show that similarly
2 2y1 y1 y1 y1< < xB e f e F m l q ie F B e f e ;e g 0, e .  .  . 1 2 0
22 .
 .for some B , B , e ) 0. We first claim that for fixed a g 0, 1 and for1 2 0
sufficiently large y
f a y F A Ay1a f y , a fy1 y F A Ay1 fy1 a y . 23 .  .  .  .  .2 1 2 1
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 . 5  .5  .This is proved as follows. Define x y by u ?, l s y; then x y is anx y .
 .increasing function of y and hence by 21
y1 5 5 y1 5 5f a y F A f ?, l a y F A f ?, l a y .  .  .xa y . x y .1 1
y1 5 5 5 5 y1s A a f ?, l u ?, l F A A a f y . .  .  .x y . x y .1 2 1
Applying fy1 and making appropriate substitutions yield the second part
 .of 23 .
 .In order to verify the first inequality of 22 , set for x G x0
5 5 2f u ?, l k . .x
d [ A , e [ 24 .x 2 x2 25 5 5 5u ?, l d u ?, l .  .x xx
 .  .with k g 0, 1r4 fixed. Lemma 2 a yields
y1< <m l q ie G C d ; x G x . 25 .  .  .x 1 x 0
Notice that by definition of d , ex x
k 2
e s . 26 .x 5 5A f u ?, l . .x2
 .  xThis shows that the map x ª e x G x is surjective onto 0, e , hencex 0 x 0
 .  .  .  .the first part of 22 is proved by inserting 24 into 25 and using 23 and
 .26 .
 .The second estimate of 22 is shown indirectly. Suppose for every B ) 0
<  . < w y1 y1 .x2we could find a sequence e ª 0 q with m l q ie ) Be f en n n n
for all n. Set
y2y1 y1 y1d [ Be f e , .  .n n n
and define x byn
y1r2 1r2 y1 y15 5u ?, l s k d e s kB f e . .  .  .x n n nn
 .  .Apply Lemma 2 b and use 23 . This finally leads to
5 5 5 5 y1 y1r2 5 5f ?, l u ?, l F A A C kB f u ?, l , 27 .  .  .  . .x x x2 1 2n n n
provided that kB1r2 ) 1. We know that x ª `, and B can be chosenn
 .  .arbitrarily large, hence 27 contradicts the first part of 21 .
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 .b Because of the monotonicity of g, the assumption on m implies
that this condition holds for a tending arbitrarily to infinity, not only
through the given sequence. This yields u f L and the following property2
y1  .of g , which is analogous to 23 : For every b ) 0 there exist b ) 0, z0
 .of course depending on b such that
bgy1 z F gy1 b z ;z G z . 28 .  .  .0
 .Using this, the proof can be completed as in a , or}more elegantly}by
5  .5 . 5  .5 5  .5  .defining f by f u ?, l s u ?, l f ?, l and applying a to ob-x x x
y1 y1 .tain f f g. Because of 28 , we can conclude that also f f g .
3. DISCUSSION AND APPLICATIONS
We now focus on the situation when subordinate solutions do exist.
Then we can choose the boundary condition we have already dropped this
.  .index! such that f ?, l is subordinate. Recall that f is the solution
satisfying the boundary condition and that the subordinacy of f is equiva-
<  . < w xlent to the condition lim m l q ie s ` 1 . Lemma 3 strengthense ª 0q
< <this statement by relating the decay rate of f with the singularity of m .
Before investigating concrete examples, some general remarks can be
made:
 .1 Provided that the assumptions on u respectively m hold, it is
always possible to find functions f , g satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 3.
5 5 . 5 5 5 5 y1We can simply define f by f u s u f and take g s f . There-x x x
fore the assumptions on f respectively g do not restrict the applicability of
Lemma 3, they merely prevent unnecessarily ``bad'' choices of f and g.
 .2 It is a bit annoying that an additional assumption on m is
 .necessary in b , but this should not be too important for the applications
of Lemma 3. An m-function which violates the condition and satisfies at
< <the same time m ª ` clearly exhibits a rather pathological behaviour.
 .3 In the case of a discrete Schrodinger operator, x has to be takenÈ
from N, and accordingly we get the statement about m also only on a
sequence e . This difficulty can be at least partly overcome by allowing kn
 .to vary over a compact subset of 0, 1r4 .
We now give three applications of Lemma 3. Note that}according to
what has been said above}each of the following six conditions implies
 .that f is subordinate with the only exception of part a with g s 1 or
b s 0, respectively.
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THEOREM 1. For a differential operator of the type considered in the
preceding section we ha¨e:
 . 5  .5 5  .5g . w xa f ?, l f u ?, l x ª ` for some g g 0, 1 if and only ifx x
<  . < yb  . w x m l q ie f e e ª 0 q for some b g 0, 1 . In this case b s 1 y
.  .  .  .g r 1 q g and g s 1 y b r 1 q b .
 . 5  .5b For b ) 0 the following conditions are equi¨ alent: f ?, l fx
 5  .5 . b . <  . < y1 < <y2 b .ln u ?, l x ª ` and m l q ie f e ln e e ª 0 q .x
 . 5  .5c For b ) 0 the following conditions are equi¨ alent: f ?, l fx
5  .5  5  .5 .yb  . <  . < < < b .u ?, l ln u ?, l x ª ` and m l q ie f ln e e ª 0 q .x x
Proof. This follows from a straightforward application of Lemma 3
together with a little elementary analysis with the logarithms.
It should be remarked that apparently the decay of the subordinate
solution is most naturally measured in terms of a nonsubordinate solution
 .of course, u can be replaced by any other nonsubordinate solution .
Conversely, the singularity of the m-function determines the relati¨ e size
of the solutions.
w xTo make the theorem less abstract, we now show how the results of 7
can be recovered. Using the method of asymptotic integration, Behncke
w xderived the pointwise behaviour of the solutions. We quote from 7 three
main examples together with the corresponding results for the m-function.
 .  .  .  .  .  ..Here the notation f t ; g t t ª t means as usual f t s g t c q R t0
 .with c / 0 and R t ª 0.
 .  . yr  . r  .1 f t, l ; t sin at, u t, l ; t cos at 0 - r - 1r2 . This leads
<  . < y2 rto m l q ie ; e .
 .  . y1r2  . 1r2 <  . <2 f t, l ; t sin at, u t, l ; t cos at. Here m l q ie ;
y1 < <y1e ln e .
 .  .  .y1  . < 3 f t, l ; ln t sin at, u t, l ; ln t cos at. It follows that m l
. < < < 2q ie ; ln e .
The notion f ; g is clearly a little stronger than f f g. But apart from
this, the above results are special cases of Theorem 1. The given asymp-
totic formulae can easily be integrated to
 . 5  .5 1r2yr 5  .5 1r2qr1 f ?, l ; x , u ?, l ; xx x
 . 5  .5  .1r2 5  .52 f ?, l ; ln x , u ?, l ; xx x
 . 5  .5 1r2 .y1 5  .5 1r23 f ?, l ; x ln x , u ?, l ; x ln xx x
 .  .  .and now Theorem 1, parts a , b , c , respectively, can be applied. With
w xthe same understanding, all results of 7 can be shown with our method.
Now we attack the converse problem. We start from measures on
self-similar, fractal sets including the well-known Cantor measure as a
.special case as examples for singular continuous spectral measures, and
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we want to analyse the solutions of the associated differential equation. It
will turn out that the asymptotics of the solutions reflect geometric
properties of the spectral measure, namely the Hausdorff dimension of the
support of the measure. For the theory of fractals, especially the construc-
w xtion used here, please consult 10 .
 . w . So let r , . . . , r g 0, 1 , a , . . . , a g 0, 1 with a q r - a 1 F k1 p 1 p k k kq1
.  4  4- p , a q r F 1, and r - 1. The numbers r [ min r , R [ max rp p k k k
satisfy 0 - r F R - 1.
w x p w xSet E s 0, 1 , E s D a , a q r , and in order to obtain E0 1 ks1 k k k nq1
replace each of the pn intervals that build up E by an appropriatelyn
< <  .  .scaled copy of E , i.e., replace I by I E q a I , where a I is the left1 1
endpoint of I. The set E s F` E is a self-similar fractal, and itsns0 n
p s w xHausdorff dimension is the number s determined by  r s 1 10 .ks1 k
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the points of E
 .  4and the infinite sequences x x . . . with x g 1, . . . , p . We identify1 2 k
 .x x . . . with the point l g E lying in the x th interval of E , then in the1 2 1 1
x th subinterval of that interval, etc., or, to be precise, we take l s2
`  . a r . . . r . In the same way, the finite sequences x . . . x corre-ns1 x x x 1 nn 1 ny1
spond to the intervals of E .n
w xThere exists a unique measure m with the following properties 10 : m is
supported on E, and if I is one of the pn intervals whose union is E , thenn
 . < < s  . s  .m I s I s r . . . r , where, of course, x . . . x is the sequencex x 1 n1 n
corresponding to I. We note that m is easily seen to be purely singular
continuous. In fact, it is the restriction of the Hausdorff measure hs to the
set E.
Assume now that we are given a differential operator whose spectral
measure n satisfies for some d ) 0,
<n s m q s with s absolutely continuous with bounded density.wyd , 1qd x
29 .
w xNote that the inverse spectral theory 11 guarantees the existence of
 .potentials for Schrodinger operators realizing the measures described inÈ
 .29 and that subordinate solutions do exist because the singular continu-
ous spectrum is not void. As for the calculation of the normal limit
<  . <lim m l q ie , it is sufficient to treat the partse ª 0q
` dm t .
m l q ie s 30 .  .H0 t y l y iey`
ds t .1qd
Re m l q ie s Re , 31 .  .H1 t y l y ieyd
since the other parts of m give only finite contributions in the limit.
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 .Fix l g E, and let x x . . . be the corresponding sequence. From now1 2
on, we will write r instead of the more precise, but too cumbersomek
notation r . For a given e ) 0, choose n g N such that r . . . r F e Fx 1 nk
 .r . . . r . Let I be the interval corresponding to x . . . x . We have1 ny1 k 1 k
l g I and I > I for all k. A little thought shows that we can find ak k kq1
constant A ) 0 with the following property: the length of the gap0
between I and adjacent intervals of E which also lie in I is at leastk k ky1
< <A I , and this estimate is uniform in k. It follows that0 k
n e
Im m l q ie s dm t .  . H0 2 2I RI t y l q e .ky1 kks1
e
q dm t .H 2 2I t y l q e .n
n r . . . r1 ny1 sF r . . . r . 1 ky12 2A r . . . r q r . . . r .  .ks1 0 1 k 1 n
r . . . r1 ny1 sq r . . . r .1 n2r . . . r .1 n
n r . . . r1 ny1 s sy1y2 y1F A r . . . r q r r . . . r .  .0 1 ky1 n 1 n2r . . . r .ks1 1 k
n
sy1 2ysy1 y2 yss r . . . r r A r . . . r r q 1 .  .1 n n 0 kq1 n k
ks1
n1 nyksy1 y2 ys 2ys sy1F e A r R q 1 F A e 32 .  .0 1r ks1
sq1
e r . . . r .1 n
Im m l q ie G dm t G .  .H0 2 2 22I t y l q e r . . . r q r . . . r .  .  .n 1 n 1 ny1
r sq1
sy1 sy1G e s A e . 33 .22
For the real part of m a rather crude estimate suffices:0
t y l t y l
< <Re m l q ie s dm t F dm t . .  .  .H H0 2 22 2tGlt y l q e t y l q e .  .
34 .
<  . < sy1Proceeding as above, one verifies Re m l q ie F A e . Finally, no-0 3
<  . < < <  .tice that Re m l q ie F A ln e . With an application of Theorem 1 a1 4
for the second part, we have thus shown
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THEOREM 2. Let H be a differential operator with spectral measure n
 . <  . < sy1  .satisfying 29 . Then for all l g E m l q ie f e e ª 0 q and
5  .5 5  .5g  .  .consequently f ?, l f u ?, l x ª ` , where g s sr 2 y s .x x
We remark that we get the classical Cantor measure by choosing p s 2,
r s r s 1r3, a s 0, a s 2r3. In this case, the set E is Cantor's middle1 2 1 2
thirds set.
After I had completed this paper I learned of a preprint by Jitomirskaya
w xand Last 12 which uses similar ideas to analyse singular continuous
spectral measures.
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